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Spelling Development: The Science Behind It
• Spelling is the foundation of reading and the greatest 

ornament of writing Noah Webster, 1783

• 1807: Webster: First set of books: primers
• First one was the American Spelling Book
• Graham et al. 
• Spelling instruction improved word reading skills of 

students in grades 1 to 5. 



What is good writing? Graham et al
Good Writers:

• Drafting it, revising it, and editing it.

Poor writers:

• Spelling every word right.

• Write as neat as you can.



• Shankweiler, Lundquist, Dreyer, and  Dickinson (1996):  
‘… although spelling is . . . not a component of reading, it 
provides a valuable indicator of the level of orthographic 
skill on which all literacy activities ultimately depend.  
Word recognition and all subsequent higher level 
processes that take place in reading are constrained by the 
ability to fluently transcode print into language’ (p. 287). 

• “English orthography is not a failed phonetic transcription 
system, invented out of madness or perversity. Instead, it 
is a more complex system that preserves bits of history 
(i.e., Etymology), facilitates understanding, and also 
translates into sound" (Venezky, 1999,p. 4).



• It is a damn poor mind indeed which can’t think of 
at least two ways to spell any word.

• Andrew Jackson, 1833

• Dewey (1971): English spelling: Roadblock to 
reading.  NY: Teachers College Press.

• Chaotic and indefensible, with the worst 
orthography of all those that have pretensions to 
being alphabetic.

• Chomsky and Halle “near optimal system for 
lexical representation”



Spelling Research

• Social Sciences Citation Index (2011-2020)
– 12,994  Reading
– 5,963 Writing
– 1,181 Spelling



1. gv for give, np for nap, d for deep  
(G)
2. baskt for basket, trombn for 
trombone, suprm for supreme (F)
3. hin for him, samwich for 
sandwich, canp for camp, imto for 
into (B)
4. sep for step, bac for black, sip for 
ship (E)
5. kook for cook, kamp for camp, 
kut for cut (A)
6. looct for looked, churchez for 
churches, campen for camping (C)
7. cuf for cuff, kis for kiss. mis for 
miss [A)
Carreker, Joshi, Gooden (2010)

A. Teach student a specific spelling 
pattern or rule to help student spell words 
correctly.
B. Have student use a mirror to help him 
or her spell words.
C. Teach student inflectional endings.
D. Have student trace and copy words 
five times.
E. Prepare a deck with blends. Student 
reads the blend on each card and gives 
the sounds of the blends, moving a 
counter for each sound in the blend.
F. Engage student in practices such as, 
"Say contest  without con," or "Say 
hamburger without bur."
G. Have student segment three- and 
four-phoneme words, moving a counter 
for each sound.
H. Have student close his or her eyes 
and make a visual image of the words.



English is an irregular language is not true (even 
though it may not be perfect)
• 50% of the words are predictable
• 37% are predictable except for one sound

– knit
– boat

• 4-13% have to be learned by sight but many of them are 
high frequency words
– of
– the



• English spelling is governed by 
Phonological and morphological principles

• English is a morphophonemic language
• Father & fathead; judge  & headgear
• be/bee  Gardner, H., & Zurif, E.B. (1975). 
Bee but not be: Oral reading of single 
words in aphasia and alexia. 
Neuropsychologia, 13, 181–190.

• in/inn; by/buy; to/two; ox, box, fox; rocks, 
socks, locks. 



The Morphophonemic Nature of English 
• horse, purse; Dense/dens, tease/teas, please/pleas.
• The pronunciation may change but we retain the spelling 

to show the meaning as in: 
• heal                 health
• wise                 wisdom
• know                knowledge
• hear                rehearsal
• sign                  signature



The Morphophonemic Nature of English

They rode along the rode and when they reached the 
lake, rode across it .
They rode along the road and when they reached the 
lake, they rowed across it.



Myths about English Spelling
1. English spelling is learned through visual Memory
2. Computer Spell Check will take care of spelling; and 
3. English is an irregular language

– Bernard Shaw gave the extreme example 

• gh rough
• o in women
• ti condition    nation    initial

GHOTI Fish



Realities about English spelling
• 1. Visual Memory
• 700,000 words; vowels/consonants; Regular/irr. (sew/cat)
• 2. Computer Spell Checker 
• The bevers bild tunls to get to their loj.
• Loj – log, low, . . 
• 3. English is an irregular language

–GHOTI can never be pronounced as FISH if you know 
letter neighborhoods, history of English spelling and 
syllable patterns.  



traffic lock brook
brick dock task
brake music seek
keg carve rook
dike meek kettle
public keep trunk
crash thick luck
track pack smoke
kindle cure culvert
week kilt speck
quake crater duke
carpet yoke shellac
attic sulk kin
cord joke elk
peck combat rock
look frantic deck



Position (environment) of the Letters

C K
crash keg

carpet kindle

culvert

Initial Position • When letter c is followed by a, o, u, or a 
consonant, it is pronounced /k/. 

• An easy way to remember is when you go 
to buy a diamond you look for 4cs - carat, 
color, cut, and clarity; they all begin with 
the letter c, followed by a, o, u, or another 
consonant; you don’t have to memorize all 
the 100 words. 

• e, i, or y: c=/s/ city, central, cyber
• Interesting thing is this principle applies 

to g as well even though g may have a 
few exceptions. 

• g=/g/  gate, gold, gut, group
• g= /j/    gem, giant, stingy
• Exceptions: Kangaroo, Koala (because 

they are borrowed words)



Position (environment) of the Letters

• ck after a short vowel in one 
syllable word
– black lock neck duck sick

• k after a consonant or a vowel 
digraph in one syllable
– milk week bank book

• ke after a long vowel – 1 
syllable
– make  broke like duke

• c at the end of a word with two 
or more syllables
– garlic Atlantic magic picnic

Final Position
ck ke k C

lock duke week traffic

pack quake sulk music



• 2. o in women 
• combination of letters like uv, un, and mun; sometimes, u 

substituted for v and w. The Latin phrase, ‘mimi numinum’

• And visually confusing
women - wimmen , money as muney ;  Love - luve ; worry-
wurry
3. Ti - /sh/ condition, nation



• Kessler and Treiman (2001): English Spelling
• Vowel spellings are quite variable
• On a consistency scale of 0 to 1 (1 being sound is spelled the 

same way) 
• Vowels = 0.53 (knowing the beginning consonant: 0.65; 

knowing the final consonant: 0.74)
• Beginning consonant = 0.91
• Final consonant = 0.82
• Is it true for other orthographies?
• Spanish and German?



Orthography/Writing system of a language/script
Orthography: 

• Visual representation of a language as conditioned by phonological, syntactic, morphological, 
and semantic features of the language.  Examples of orthographies are Chinese orthography 
and English orthography

Writing system:  

• Written language described in terms of linguistic units: for example, morpho-syllabic writing 
(Chinese); syllabic writing (Japanese Kana); akshara system (Kannada, Tamil); and alphabetic 
writing (Italian, English and Spanish); consonantal writing (Arabic & Hebrew) 

Script:  

• The graphemic format in which writing is represented.  Examples are Roman script and Arabic 
script



• Spanish
• Shallow, transparent orthography
• Grapheme-phoneme consistency
• All 5 vowels (a, e, i, o, and u) make one sound (Defior et 

al., 2009) 
• Phoneme-grapheme inconsistencies
• y and ll represent the same sound
• b and v represent the same sound
• Grade 3; Guadalajara, Mexico. 
• Ji, Joshi,. . 2020, JLD



3RD GRADE ERRORS

CS

VS CA

VA CO

VO CSEQ VSEQ

Substitution Addition
Omission Sequence

95%

5%

Consonant Based Vowel Based



Item Probabilities of Spelling Errors in German 
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Plot of Item Probabilities 
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Latent Class 1
Vowel and 
Consonant Addition

Latent Class2 
Vowel Addition 

Latent Class3 
All but 
Sequence  

Consonant
Substitution  0.000 0.152 0.916

Consonant
Addition 0.324 0.204 0.732

Consonant
Omission 0.178 0.094 0.876

Consonant
Sequence 0.115 0.251 0.300

Vowel
Omission 0.249 0.105 0.744
Vowel
Sequence 0.033 0.045 0.076



• Spelling in English as a second language

• How does the orthography of first language influence the spelling 
performance in English?  (Joshi et al., 2006)

• Number of participants from different countries at various grade levels
• Countryà US Norway India       China 
• Gradeâ
•
• 3 41
• 4 39
•
• 5 93 43
• 6 72 42
•
• 7 36
• 8 40



• Number of words spelled correctly by children from different grades and 
different countries (standard deviations in parentheses).

• Countryà US Norway India China 
• __________________________________________________________________
• Gradeâ
•
• 3 33.54 (10.87)
• 4 40.58 (9.12)
•
• 5 8.92 (8.49) 7.40 (3.58)
• 6 19.04 (13.42) 11.83 (6.18)
•
• 7 11.06 (7.86)
• 8 21.33 (9.07)



• Means (and standard deviations) of correct phonetic elements.

• Countryà US Norway India China 
• ____________________________________________________
• Gradeâ
•
• 3 250.71 (46.97)
• 4 287.79 (25.12)
•
• 5 156.77 (28.94) 70.35 (30.21)
• 6 195.07 (30.70) 106.14 (49.12)
•
• 7 135.56 (52.94)
• 8 192.80 (47.65)



Sample of spelling errors for the words night and world

Norwegian Indian Chinese

Night   nait, nte, najit,   nite, nit, niat nite, nice, like,
nigt, nnet niteght light, nike, nine

World   word, vold,      volte, word,      work, worker,
wold, vorld wold, owed       wall, what

Joshi et al. (2006)



• Simultaneous bilinguals; Singapore
• Chinese (n=168), Malay (n=72), Tamil (n=45)
• About 2 years of exposure to English
• Words like he, green, house, table

Chinese Malay Tamil
Conv. Sp. 14 10 10
Phon. Eq. 25 45                     50
Real word sub.        37                11 7
(grass, take, home)
Quinton, Joshi, Jing-Zhao (2010)



• Dialectal Influences
• Treiman, Goswami, Tincoff, & Leeves (1997) 

• US children British Children
• Doctor dkr, deor, docke, docd, dot

docktur
• Hurt hrt, hrte, hut, hoot, 
• Card crd, crdi, kird cud, cade
• Girl grl gel



• University students   (Treiman & Barry, 2000).
• British university students: 
• Leper → lepa
• Panther → pantha
• Ether → etha
• (only 1% of the U.S. students made errors like 

that).



• High incidence of reading problems among African Americans 
has been partly attributed to the differences in the spoken 
English and the Academic English (Scarborough, Charity) 

• Teachers can readily understand the difficulties with reading 
and spelling experienced by many students learning English as 
a second language, but they may be baffled by the difficulties 
encountered by students who speak AAVE (African American 
Vernacular English). 



• Pittman, Joshi, Carreker (2014)
• School: An inner city school in Houston and was Academically 

Unacceptable
• Participants:  124 sixth graders (2 teachers)
• 65 females              59 males
• 57 comparison        67 treatment 
• Fall semester: randomly assigned the participants 
• December – Teacher training
• Language Variation Status (LVS) of the Diagnostic Evaluation of 

Language Variation (DELV; Seymour, Roeper, & de Villiers, 2003) 
• Spring semester – intervention started 25 minutes a week for 3 days a 

week for 8 weeks



• Means for the Comparison and Treatment Groups

Group DELV Spel-pre Spel-2 Spel 3

Treatment 7.91 57.63 67.78 65.22

Comparison 7.79 61.40 61.26 69.37



•Joshi, R. M., Treiman, R., Carreker, S., & Moats, L.
(2008). How words cast their spell: Spelling
instruction focused on language, not memory,
improves reading and writing. American Educator,
32 (4), 6-16, 42-43.

•https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/jos
hi.pdf

https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/joshi.pdf


• Conclusions
• 1. Spelling is a window on what a person knows about words. 

Analyzing spelling errors may tell the person’s knowledge 
about words. 

• 2. The nature of orthography and dialect can influence spelling 
performance. 

• 3. Explicit, systematic spelling instruction based on 
phonological, morphological, and orthographic principles of an 
orthography helps students spell better. 

• AND NOT COPYING TEN TIMES AND CLOSING THE 
EYES AND THINKING ABOUT IT
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